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About Plan India

Plan India is part of Plan International, one of the world's largest community

development organizations. Plan's vision is of a world in which all children realize their full

potential in societies which respect people's rights and dignity. Plan is independent, with no

religious, political or governmental affiliations.

For over 30 years, Plan and our partners have helped communities throughout India to

help themselves, so that children have access to their rights including the right to protection,

basic education, proper healthcare, a healthy environment, livelihood opportunities and

participation in decisions which affect their lives. We encourage children to express their views

and be actively involved in improving their communities. Plan currently works in 11 states in

India and has impacted the lives of over a million children.

Plan's work focuses on improving opportunities for vulnerable children and their

communities in India, including children living on the streets and those living in urban

homeless families; those with disabilities or affected by HIV; those who are exploited and

trafficked; the children of sex workers; and child labourers. Plan also works to help girls

overcome the disadvantage and discrimination they face in everyday life within most

communities.

Plan's work is funded by donations from individuals, corporates and

institutions in India and abroad. For more information about Plan or to donate to Plan's child-

centered community development programs, visit and

Plan is committed to the principles of child rights and equality, and we work to

develop the capacity of civil society to meet their own needs by replicating successful

development models.
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About Vatsalya

Vatsalya is a resource center for Health and aims at contributing to the consistent

endeavor towards the upliftment of the society in perspective of health. Since its inception,

Vatsalya recognized the need to focus on the grave issue of female feticide and hence advocated

the issue at the forefront by generating mass awareness to make people realize the status of the

declining sex ratio in the state, its repercussions in the society as well as all its medical and

social dimensions. On the other hand it complimented and supported the government to

implement the PC-PNDT Act. Vatsalya has been working in Uttar Pradesh in alliance through

its networking groups on issues of female foeticide & birth registration for past 14 years.

Vatsalya



FOREWORD

The issue of female foeticide and declining sex ratio has become so alarming that if this

continues then we would land virtually in a 'No Girl Zone', resulting in adverse sex ratio which

will be laboring towards varied degree of increased misdemeanor in our society. Many studies

have been conducted on the why and how of sex selective abortions, reasons and causes but a

detailed qualitative analysis on the impact assessment of this problem has not found much space

in the overall analysis domain by the researchers.

As an organization, Vatsalya has been fighting for this issue of female foeticide, a severest

form of gender discrimination over past one decade and has made all possible efforts to get the

PC-PNDT Act effectively implemented across the state. This study would however have not

been possible without the support of PLAN International which has given priority to this

sensitive gender related issue in its program KOPAL.

Vatsalya expresses profound thankfulness to various individuals and partner Non-

governmental organizations (NGOs), community leaders, community groups, frontline

workers and all those individuals whom we met and interviewed, for their support as well as

sharing their precious time and personal experiences during the study period and field visits.

We would also like to acknowledge with gratitude the help extended by Dr. Roli Misra

(Assistant Professor, Dept. of Economics, DBS collage, Kanpur) for her enthusiastic efforts in

compiling the report.
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INTRODUCTION

I. Statement of problem

II. Need of study

ex ratio is an important demographic indicator reflecting the socio-economic structure of any

society. The decreasing child sex ratio (0-6 years) has been a concern in India's demography in

recent times as this ratio has decreased markedly from 945 in 1991 to 927 in 2001 for the country

as a whole. Pravin Visaria (1971) study was the first major effort to understand the phenomenon of

skewing sex ratio. He concluded that higher female mortality in different age groups was responsible for

low sex ratio. The roots of this gender mismanagement can be traced back to archival records on female

infanticide during the colonial rule. In December 1789, Sonathan Duncan, the British resident at

among Rajkumar Rajputs in Jaunpur district of Benaras division.

Right from Duncans discovery, the Rajputs in north, west and central India, Rajasthan, UP, Malwa,

Punjab and Saurashtra figure very prominently in the records as caste which recorded to extensive

female infanticide. The other caste which the records reflect, killed their female children were the lawa

kankis and patidars of central Gujarat and jats, ahirs, gujars, khutris and moyal Brahmins in north India.

All these castes were hypergamous trying to maintain their socio-economic status

after independence till 2001

census (in which religion based census was re-introduced), but when one compares the information in

the record, on female infanticide to the region specific census date on sex ratio since independence, the

regions which the records speak as having female infanticide remains the same (Vishwanath 2004). In

present context with the avert of new technology the practice of female infanticide has been replaced by

genocide of millions of women known as female foeticide - denying the girl its very right to take birth.

The rapid spread of the use of ultrasounds and amniocentesis for sex determination followed by sex

selective induced abortions has created a situation of daughter drought with tragic consequences.

Elisabeth Croll's 'Endangered Daughters' valiantly confronts the horror of fewer women in Asia

especially in China and India. In China the one child policy that was introduced in late 1970s resulted in

more preference for sons. Within a few years, most rural areas of the country had relaxed the rules to

allow parents a second child, when their first child was a girl. In our country the preference for son is

dominant and the birth of a son is likened to sunrise in the abode.

Amartya Sen, the nobel laureate has claimed that women were missing in millions from the population

totals of Asian countries in particular .On the basis of various assumptions he calculated that excessive

female mortality accounted for a 6-11% deficiency in the total number of women, thus, revealing what

he called a terrible story of inequality and 'neglect'. The survival of daughters in now at greater risk in the

light of new technology.

This study on consequences of declining sex ratio possibly a result of female foeticide has been

conducted by Vatsalya in collaboration with PLAN International to assess the repercussions of

declining sex ratio. Vatsalya, have been working in Uttar Pradesh in of its networking groups on issue of

female foeticide for past 14 years. During implementation of programmes and field visits the

Benaras first found female infanticide

through dowry

avoidance and female infanticide.Although caste census was discontinued

CHAPTER - I
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implementers observed various consequences of

the adverse sex ratio in the community i.e. rising

violence against women, bride buying, polyandry

as re-emerging phenomenon, mismatched

marriages, abandoning of female children,

deserting women for producing daughters and

problems of social exclusion. In this backdrop,

this study has been undertaken to support the

broad perspective and vague understanding on the

consequences of declining sex ratio on the social

fabric. The study findings could be further used as

sensitization tool, generating mass awareness to

make people realize the status of women vis-à-vis

men and the repercussion of declining sex ratio in

socio-economic paradigm.

The following objectives need to be addressed through this study:

(i) To capture the regional variations on the consequences of female foeticide and declining sex

ratio.

(ii) To explore the repercussions of declining sex ratio on the society as a whole and women in

specific.

(iii) To suggest some corrective measures within the social dynamics which can be of help in

saving the endangered daughters based on the findings of the study.

As they say that "all progress is born of

enquiry." It is always necessary to probe the

existing knowledge through objective and

systematic method to find solution to a research

problem. Qualitative research becomes

especially important when the aim is to discover

the underlying motives of human behavior,

attitudes and opinion. In our study the

methodology adopted is the qualitative research

in which personal interviews with key

stakeholders and respondents have been

conducted with the help of semi-structured

questionnaire. Along with this, focus group

discussion and community meetings in

across different districts selected have also been carried out to obtain more

information in greater depth from the interviewers. We have hypothesized that the decline in sex ratio is

more in western part of the state in comparison to the eastern part and the consequences of this fall out in

ratio are different for different regions in the state. The necessary consent was obtained from the

interviewers and their views and dignity were respected in every manner.

identified villages

III. Objectives of the study

IV. Methodology & Tools of Study

In India Laxmi is worshiped as a deity but not as a baby girl



(i) Sources of data

(ii) Scope of study

v

v

v

v

v

v

v
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V. Limitation's of the study

The sources of data are primary through working in this field, recording of interviews,

interaction with different NGOs, field visits and secondary in the form of literature

available to establish the findings. Support of media clippings has also been taken as a

secondary source.

To capture the regional variations on the consequences of female foeticide and declining sex

ratio the study has been carried out in the following districts of Uttar Pradesh to assess the

intra-regional cause-effect relationship of female foeticide.

Jhansi (Bundelkhand)

Moradabad (Western U.P.)

Bagpat (Western U.P.)

Aligarh (Western U.P.)

Shahjahanpur (Central U.P.)

Hardoi (Central U.P.)

Lucknow (Central U.P.)

Mau (Eastern U.P.)

The practice of female foeticide is a multifacet problem when viewed in context of social,

economic and regional dynamics. Vatsalya being a local NGO with limited resources and collaborations

with the existing network of regional NGOs and few partner NGOs, has its own handicaps.

Although the survey work has been conducted

across different regions of the state, yet the villages in

districts covered have not been enough to make a large

sample size. Due to financial constraints the study has

been confined to fewer villages which have been selected

on the basis of prior information given by working NGO

partners. A reasonable size of media scan of news

clippings of leading dailies of U.P has been also done to

co-relate and substantiate the findings.

Nevertheless, in spite of these limitations the

findings of this study will throw light on the consequences

of smoldering problems of eliminating daughters and will

provide some assistance to all those who are genuinely

working for this issue and will coax some of them to carry

out another qualitative study on a larger sample size.

3
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An Indian girl carrying her brother which is her
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FEMALE FOETICIDE IN INDIA

I. Daughters dis-preference:Aliterary representation

II. National Scenario

The issue of Female foeticide has gained focus of

demographers, social scientist, policy makers, NGOs in last

few decades but going through literature, this problem of

discrimination has never been left untouched. The writings in

all kinds of literature have always tried to explore the range of

socio-economic dynamics that affect women's development

particularly in context of Indian society on one pretext or

another, as the female children are unwanted or treated as

burdens by their parents. According to an old Tamil saying

girl children are compared to 'plants growing in a neighbor's

courtyard'. A popular Nepalese saying reflecting male

preference says "Let it be late, but let it be a son". Exploring

the real life stories in the form of narratives discussed in book

by Rinki Bhattacharya, many instances have come to light in

which women have to suffer for having given birth to girls

and not sons.

Awoman named Zohra from Mumbai was abandoned by her in-laws post her husband's death, for

not producing their grandson. She left with six months old daughter, Yasmin in her arms to quote when

Abdul died; my in-laws called me and said

Had I given them a grandson, they would not have

thrown me out, said the lady. Thus it seems true that hundreds and thousands of such stories have not

come in public notice. Many of such women have vanished unheard, unnoticed or are forced to live a

struggling and a suffering life.

The sex differential in mortality at the national level is the

result of discriminatory treatment received by girls and women.

The social practices and cultural ethos that undervalue woman are

stronger in some regions than in others. In an almost contiguous

belt extending from north-west of India to parts of Rajasthan,

Gujarat and Maharashtra, the undervaluation of women is evident

in the sex ratio of their population .In fact, an increase in the deficit

of young girls noted in the three decennial censuses of 1981, 1991

and 2001 is indicative of a strong possibility that the traditional

methods of neglect of female children are increasingly being

replaced by not allowing female children to be born. Compared to

1981 when there were 1.9 percent fewer girls than boys, the

"How can we feed you and your daughter when our son is

dead? You better look after yourself from now".

percentage doubled to 3.8 by 2001. The states of Haryana and

Punjab enumerated 10 to 11.6 percent fewer girls than boys in



Zone State 1981 1991 2001

North

Punjab 908 875 793

Rajasthan 954 916 909

Uttar Pradesh 935 928 916

South

Andhra Pradesh 992 974 964

Karnataka 975 960 950

Tamil Nadu 967 974 939

Kerala 970 958 962

West
Gujarat 947 928 878

Madhya Pradesh 978 952 931

East

Bihar 981 959 938

Orissa 995 967 950

West Bengal 981 967 963
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2001, respectively up from around 5 percent in 1981. The absolute deficit of young girls increased by

two and a half times from 2.4 million in 1981 to 5.9 million in 2001.

According to census 2001 there were 49 districts in the country, where for every 1000 male

children aged 0-6 years, there were less than 850 female children. Majority of these districts were

located in just three northern and western states of Punjab, Haryana and Gujarat. This distortion is very

likely due to the use of sex selective abortions, which helps the parents to get rid of unwanted daughters

before birth or due to avoiding more children once the desired number of sons were born (Visaria Leela,

2007). It is in place to mention that a new phenomenon termed as 'northerisation of sex ratio' has come in

vogue as regardless of the north-south division of the states the phenomenon of selective female

elimination has spread across the country as reflected from the table below.

The national scenario depicts clearly the case of son preference versus daughter dis-preference as

moving from one census to another this female-male ratio has seen as a declining trend across different

regions of the country, be it a prosperous states like Punjab, Gujarat, Haryana, poor states like Orissa,

Bihar or literate state like Kerala (showing little hope from 1991 to 2001 census).

The status of women in UPis no better when compared to all India.According to the data available

from census 2001, sex ratio in the age group 0-6 years is abnormally high in favor of the males. From

1991 census to 2001 census there has been a decline of 11 points i.e. (from 927 to 916) we are losing 84

girls on every 1000 boys. In this state which is often referred to 'Uttar Pradesh' 40 districts out of total 70

districts have sex ratio between 900-950 and 23 districts have sex ratio in the range of 850-899. The data

given in Table-3 given out a more clear comparative statistics.

Table-1: Trends in Child Sex Ratio in Selected States of India

III. The State of Uttar Pradesh: Grave for Girls

*Source : Census of India, different years



Table-2:  Sex Ratio in Uttar Pradesh

*

IV. Genesis of Female Infanticide/Foeticide

Source: Census of India 2001

The gross distortion in child sex ratio in the state has created an explosive situation which is

resulting in severe consequences in time to come. It is in place to mention that caste based census of

2001 broke many myths related to preference for male child. One such myth was that the Muslim

populations do not indulge in sex selective abortions. But in the last census the data revealed shocking

facts. 13 lakh and 16 thousand daughters went missing in Muslim population in U.P. In the Muslim

dominating districts the number of missing women was :

This indicates that the problem of fading away daughters/missing women is now taking a

monstrous shape. It is high time that the impacts of declining sex ratio are assessed more seriously.

Anumber of cultural, social and economic factors influence the relative benefits and costs of sons

and daughters. Sons are considered to have the social and economic utility as they can provide economic

support to the family. In patrilineal and patriarchal family system of Indian society, the sons are

considered to be important for performing last rites of the parents to help them in the salvation of their

soul also as a successor to continue family lineage. Daughters on the other hand are considered as

'economic liability' due to heavy dowry payments and high cost of weddings. This aspect leads to their

rejection and subordinate position in the family. They are discriminated on almost every ground vis-à-

vis their male counterparts. In recent years it has been argued that the new policies initiated by the

government like right to property, two child norm (introduced in Panchayati Raj Act in some states

where people with more than two children are debarred from contesting election for self-government)

and small family norms are having negative impact on sex ratio. The impact of global economy, open

Total Sex Ratio Child Sex Ratio

India 933 927

U.P. 898 916

District in U.P.

> 950 13 07

900-950 08 40

850-899 39 23

850-849 10 00

6

Aligarh 33,000

Lucknow 34,169

Kanpur 40,000.

Bijnour 58,000

Muzaffarpur 74,000

Saharanpur 70,000



marketing and invading consumerism are also somewhere contributing to the problem. It can be inferred

that the policies made by the government to empower women have been hitting them more adversely

when practical new point is considered. The government is neither allowing a third child nor giving

permission for sonography. After all what does a person with two daughters do? Should she just pull on

like that? If I had one son I would not have faced social pressures from family members or elders of the

village. I went for the third child hoping for a son but ended with a third daughter and disqualification

from my post of sarpanch.

Among the feudal communities property/assets are considered to be the reason behind female

foeticide. These families with feudal set up and agriculture base do not meant their property to get

transferred to their son-in-law (under right to PropertyAct) hence, prefer to get rid of the girl child at the

first instance. A new acronym has been coined by Prof. Ashish Bose which is called –

Daughter Eliminating Male Aspiring Rage by Ultrasound. The DEMARU states are Punjab, Haryana,

South Delhi, Himanchal Pradesh and now UPcan also be said to be a part of this union. These states have

a sharp decline in their sex ratios from 1991 census to 2001 census as shown in Table-3.

It is indeed an irony that some physicians in India have been strong supporters of sex selective

abortions since their inception. Their argument include that it is the family's right to make this personal

decision that the mother will suffer if she has too many daughters. It is better to get rid of an unwanted

child than to make it suffer all its life. For supporters of female foeticide the test appears to be the

solution to a number of problems like population control, dowry deaths, bride burning, sexual violence,

physical abuse etc. They believe that the reduced sex ratio will lead to an improvement in the status of

women and dowry can be replaced by bride price.

- An ex sarpanch women member from Rajasthan, *(quoted in Visaria 2006)

DEMARU

Source: Census of India, different years

Table 3: Child Sex Ratio in DEMARU States

*
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1991 2001

908 875 793

902 879 820

996 831 865

971 851 897

1981STATES

Punjab

Haryana

Delhi

Himanchal Pradesh

Uttar Pradesh 935 928 916



PROFILES OF ENABLERS

VATSALYA:

BAGPAT

MORADABAD

HARDOI

JHANSI

MAU

SHAHAJANPUR

"Vatsalya" was set up as a "Resource Centre on Health" in the year 1995 by medical professionals,
to contribute for the consistent endeavor towards enhancing capacity of individuals and communities
towards Health. Vatsalya, has been instrumental in providing technical support primarily related to
health of mother and child. It has been committed in capacity building of the functionaries of all levels,
and strengthening the provision of consultancy services by advocating social health issues at the
community level.

Navodya Lok Chetna Kalyan Samiti came into action in 2002 as a registered NGO. Since then it
has been continuing in their efforts to work for health related issues, fight against domestic violence,
environment protection and implementation of PC-PNDTAct in their working areas.

The Society for Agro Industrial Education in India is a very old NGO working in Amarpur Kashi,
Bellary Block, Moradabad. This was registered way back in 1969 with the objectives of reduction in
poverty and unemployment in rural areas and also to make women more empowered by giving them self
employment and training.

Laxmi Woman & Child Welfare Organisation has been working since last 20 years in the
development sector. Laxmi was established in October 1989 in Lucknow. It works for the women and
children's health, education, social and economic development.

ASHA which mean 'Hope' an acronym for Action For Social And Human Awareness, is a non-
profit making, non-governmental organization established by a group of committed Social workers and
volunteers in 1986. Key Issues on which ASHA focuses are women empowerment, environmental and
preservation of natural resources, HIV/AIDS and inoculations immunization programs, maternal - child
care and reproductive health, livelihood and sustainable agriculture awareness by formation and
promotion of SHGs.

Grameen Vikas Sansthan (GVS) is the non-governmental organization, which has been working
in Mau district since 1995 for empowering the community through people participation by developing
community based organization (CBOs) of women. The target groups of G.V.S. are the poor, deprived
and marginalized sections of the population with primary focus on women and children, the most
exploited section.

Vinoba Sewa Ashram was established as a NGO in 1980. The working area of this NGO includes
distict Shahajanpur and the adjoining districts. Motivated with the philosophy of Vinoba Bhave, the
organization to mobilize resources for establishment of cottage industries in the villages and make them
self-reliant. They have also been working in context to education, health and Panchayati raj institution
etc.

NGOS WHO SUPPORTED IN FIELD WORK DISTRICTS

CHAPTER - III
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FINDINGS & ANALYSIS

The issue of female foeticide raises the

emotive and touchy concern for millions of girls in

India who fail to appear on the social scene not

figuratively but in real demographic terms. The

findings generated from the survey conducted

across the chosen districts and villages reflect a

sorry state of affairs as far as the status of women is

concerned. The ground realities, face to face

interviews, focus group discussions, community

meetings and interactions with the frontline workers

like partner NGOs, ASHA, Auxillary nurse

midwives (ANM),

cultural factors and superstitious beliefs along with

social and economic factors play a pivotal role in encouraging this barbarous practice of eliminating

girls even before their birth.

The state of Uttar Pradesh is still a backward state. There are four economic regions in the state

viz. Western, Central, Eastern and Bundelkhand and vast inter-regional disparities can be witnessed in

terms of development and growth amongst these regions.

killing girls are different for

different regions. For example the Western U.P. is basically

agrarian in nature with feudal mindset. Moreover, this part of the

state is comparatively more prosperous. Hence, the availability

and affordability of technology is easier to this section of the

society. Further, the land ownership makes the preference for the

son stronger. If we think of Bundelkhand then it has a long

history of honour killings and bowing head is something

considered to be below dignity. Hence, daughters are less

preferred as the father of the daughter has to bow his head down

in front of the groom's parents. In the eastern and central part of

U.P. dowry, illiteracy and

schizophrenic attitude of the people in the state has led to drastic decline in female male ratio.

Going extensively through the available literature, we all have been talking about why and how of

female foeticide but the effects of this act are yet to be considered on a more serious note.

During our field investigations the consequences which have emerged due to less number of

females revolves around the following issues.

Pradhans reveal shocking

consequences of the female foeticide. The mindset,

If we consider the historical background of

these regions then the reasons for

backwardness together results in more

inclination towards the sons. It can be inferred that the cultural

roots and

CHAPTER - IV
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Bridal Diaspora : Brought Woman

Marriage remains universal and

socially compulsory norm in India forcing the

parents to marry their sons or daughters to

whomever, wherever and at whatever cost.

This seems to be the underlying rationale of a

phenomenon which is called 'Bengali bridal

Diaspora' by Ravinder Kaur (2010) whose

observation and research shows that Bengali

brides are to be found in almost all parts of the

country especially in northern region

stretching from Kashmir down to

during our field visit to different villages in the

states, we found that the brides are coming not only from Bengal but also from other adjoining states like

Bihar, Orissa, and Chhattisgarh. These brides are migrating from far flung rural destinations away from

their homelands to culturally strange new destinations. The state of U.P. has a fairly large number of

brides from across the border from Bangladesh as documented by Blanchet (2003) and also witnessed

by us during the survey. This cross cultural marriage which is actually the case of brought or bought

women is termed as 'Paro Practice'. We shall be documenting many such live cases here making it

transparent that the impact of female foeticide and declining sex ratio has resulted in desperate need of

brides from other state. These cross cultural marriages have been propelled due to female spousal

shortages in the state as a whole.

years who was

married to Abdul Hasan, Rikshaw puller for last 10

years. She was brought from Katihar, Bihar by her

mother-in-law who acted as mediator as she herself

was also from Bihar.

In another case a lady aged 50 years Noorpur

Nisa also from Katihar, Bihar. She was married to

blind man, as his first wife had died.

Haryana,

Punjab, towards the west in Gujarat and

Rajasthan and across to Uttar Pradesh in the

north. We would like to call it only 'Bridal Diaspora' as

In one of the villages surveyed named Mohd.

Ibrahampur, block, Bania Kheda in district

Moradabad, where 4000 mulsim population reside,

approximately 20-25 brides have been brought from

other states. The first family visited in this village

had the woman named Saira, 25

Saira with her children

10

Noorpur nisa with her family



The third case also from Bihar was of Mumtaz

aged 17 years married since last 7 years to a physically

challenged man, Ansar for Rs. 10,000.

The common feature in all the three cases has

been poverty at their native place which has been a

pushing factor for the girl's parents to marry their

daughters to other state. Another interesting

observation is that is all the cases the girls have more

than 3 sisters which becomes a second reason for their

parents to marry them to such grooms who are not

earning anything due to their disability as they have

other daughters to get married. The long distance

marriage occurs due to its 'dowry less' nature as the expenditure is taken care by the needy groom. The

males are so needy that despite of their having no means of earning, they arrange for funds so as to marry

the girls from distant places. An important implication which has surfaced from this analysis is that the

social inclusion of these brought/bought girls is not always smooth. Furthermore the effect of declining

sex ratio is that the girls are pushed into marriage market at very tender age of 10-14 years indicating the

failure of Government efforts towards rising age of marriage of girls, thus violating their reproductive

rights.

To give our study a more erect picture Vatsalya visited 8 villages of block Mall and Malihabad, of

district Lucknow. We come across 10-12 families which had brought women for their son's from Bihar,

Orissa, and Bengal. The whole expenditure of their wedding is borne by the groom's family, though they

are economically very poor. The brought up women with a precise price tag are referred by the mediators

(dalals), who reside in Hardoi district and are served with heavy pay packets for their work done.

Most of the families have accepted their

brought in daughter-in-laws, but 1/4th of the

families still remain reluctant as the newlywed is

quite opposite in the social values and culture.

The immigrants' (brought in women) seldom go

to their paternal homes (mainly because of the

poverty) which is often a bone of contention

between the women and her family members

which often give rise to domestic violence. The

brought in women belong mainly to the schedule

caste and backward class. The maximum number

of males of the

which makes it difficult for them to get a bride for

themselves, thus they go and buy a lady of their choice by simply shelling out some capital to a mediator

who helps them in getting the perfect bride to match his needs.

formervillages are drug addict,

Social acceptance by the families:

Mumtaz with her daughter

11

Picture showing a woman from Orissa who was
bought for a paltry sum



Table-4: Name of ASHA's who entailed us about the various women who

have been and are in a constant influx from the remote states.
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District Block Name of ASHA Village or Gram(to

which they belong)

Resource

State

Lucknow Malihabad Smt. Nirmala Devi

Smt. Neelam Devi

Smt. Kamlesh Kumari

Smt. sunita

Smt. Kusumawati

Smt. Prema

Smt. Sheba

Smt. Sanju Verma

Sindhurwa Bihar

Khadaunwa Bihar

Bhawa kheda Bengal

Habibpur Bihar

Jauriya Bihar

Kundara khurd Bihar

Gadi khanjar Khan Bihar

Mohajjipur Bihar

Lucknow Gosaiganj Smt. Anita Kapera Bihar

Lucknow Mohanlalganj Smt. Suchima Singh Bhau Bihar

Smt. Sindhu Singh Gopal kheda Bihar

Lucknow Mall Smt. Geeta Devi Saedapur chak Bihar

Smt. Saraswati Devi Chak Saedapur Bihar

Smt. Kanti Devi Aath Bihar

Smt. Santosh Singh Gadhi Bihar

Smt. Shiv Devi Himmat Kheda Bihar

Smt. Kanti Devi Danaur Bihar

Smt. Kusuma Devi Bhasida Bihar

Smt. Ram Devi Raipur Bihar

Smt. Meera Devi Siswara Bihar

Smt. Kusuma Devi Shankarpur Bihar

Smt. Vimla Devi Mawaikhurd Bihar

Lucknow Kakori Smt. Meenu Tiwari

Smt. Rubi

Smt. Sandhaya

Smt. Vimla Devi

Kusmari

Dausheri

Allupur

Eetgaon

Bihar

Bihar

Bengal

Bihar
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Note: * ASHA could not precisely tell the resource state, but knew that the immigrant women were from far fetched regions

Lucknow Bakshi ka
Talab (BKT)

Smt. Vijay laxmi

Smt. Reshma Maurya

Smt. Sushma Devi

Smt. Renu Singh

Smt. Madhuri

Smt. Vindheswari

Smt. Vimla

Smt. Anju Mishra

Smt. Kalawati

Smt. Gita

Smt. Sunita

Smt. Santosh Kumari

Smt. Saraswati

Smt. Jagga Devi

Smt. Kusum Yadav

Umraokheda

Sakra

Bigahu

Aldampur

Ussarna

Asnaha

Muspipri

Kumrava

Purkheda

Siadra

Sivri

Kamalpur

Sirsa

Paharpur

Atraura

Bihar

Bihar

Bengal

Bihar

Bihar

Bihar

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

Bihar

Bihar

Problem of social inclusion

In one of the cases interviewed Sabina, 30 years was

married 15 years back to Mehndi Hassan who is a T.B. patient.

She was brought by her cousin sister Rehana from Samastipur

Bihar. After her arrival in Mohd. Ibrahampur village, the

community in the village did not accept her and she was forced

to leave her husband's home and went back to her native place.

There too her parents compelled her to return as they could not

afford her anymore. With great difficulty she however,

adjusted with time at her husband's place facing social

exclusion. During all this drama her two daughters also had to face the social neglect.

During our field visit to Harpura village in Bada Gaon block,

Jhansi district, many cases of bought women from Orissa

came into light. The first case interviewed was of 30 years old

lady called Munni who came from Bhubneshwar, her sister-

in-law (Bhabhi) was also from Orissa. In her words

(Parents-in -laws did not support, had I

married there only I would have not suffered, now staying

separately from the family without any support)

^lkl
llqj us lkFk ugha fn;k] vxj ogha 'kknh gksrh rks Hkksxrs ugha]
vc vyx gks x;s gSaA*



Although this line is very common in context of traditional Indian marriages but the pain of a

woman who is forced to leave her own state and then is not even accepted in the family is a thought of

concern. Why she is not marrying in her own vicinity or state? Why grooms from this state i.e. U.P. are

going so far flung to fetch brides?

In another such case a girl Rajni of 25

years (lady on left side with baby in her arms)

physically challenged is married to Kashiram for

last 12 years. She also came from Orissa and was

brought by her elder sister-in-law (Jethani). The

striking feature is that the groom was not able to

find a descent girl, hence, he was even ready to

marry a physically challenged girl that too by

spending handsome money on marriage.

Another case is of 36 years old Mudita

Rajpoot from Sitapur who is polio affected and

walks on her hands. She is a post graduate and is

married to 40 years old man who has his

education up to high school. Here we can see the

mental as well as physical incompatibility

between the two. The less availability of brides

has made this physically challenged lady also

acceptable in the marriage market. This may be a

positive impact but is not necessarily applicable

in all the cases. Now these women also have a

hope for being accepted in the society despite

their disabilities.

If poverty is the reason in Orissa what is the reason in our state for the boys to marry girls out of

their own state? During the Focus Group Discussions (FGD) the statement was given by one village

Ram Dayal Kushwaha.

(girls are less in figures if a boy is born then further they get the operation done so that girl

is not born) Further more (why girls are less only God

knows) This shows that the people in the village are aware that females are less in number but whey they

are less, they are ignorant or may be pretend to be ignorant when asked what happens when a boy or girl

is born in the village the answer was

(Desire for boy is more if son is

born then there will be celebration and if daughter is born then even tea is also not served)

Hope for marriage: Physically challenged women

vk¡dM+s esa ydM+h de gS] vxj ewM+k gks tkrk gS rks vkijs'ku djk nsrs gSa ftlls
yM+dh u gksA

la[;k de gS D;ksa ;s rks Hkxoku gh tkurk gSA

Pkkgr yM+ds dh T;knk gS] yM+dk gks x;k rks ukSVadh djok nsaxs
feBkbZ f[kyok nsaxs vkSj yM+dh gks x;h rks pk; Hkh ugha fiyk;sxsaA*
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Emergence of Dalals

Acceptability issue: Tricks adopted

It is in place to mention that the role of dalal or

mediator is important in arranging marriages.

Dalal/Dalali refers to a male/female broker, agent or

go between. The word often depicts a negative

connotation. This mediator plays an important role

in Inter-State migration of persons in the form of

marriages. Having interacted with one such

mediator named Thakurdas Kushwaha in Hapur

village, Jhansi, it was revealed that he had brought

around 20 girls from Orissa uptill now and earned

around Rs. 3000-3500 per visit to other state in

name of locating the girl, convincing parents on

both the sides and finally arranging the marriage.

In one of the incident narrated by Thakurdas

himself - He brought a girl from Orissa 15 years back to

get her married to a Brahmin boy in Bichoda village, in

Tikamgarh district, M.P. Later on it was revealed that

the girl to be married was not Brahmin. Since the boy's

family wanted their boy to marry the Brahmin girl, his

parents handed over Thakurdas to the police in case of

trafficking. Both Thakurdas and the girl were locked up

separately for whole night. Then with the help of

villagers they both were taken out from the police

custody. Finally the girl was married to another

Brahmin boy in nearby village of U.P.

This case has been quoted just to opine that instead of getting into trouble this mediator did not

stop his business of getting woman from other state as it had became a source of livelihood for him.

As far as the point of acceptability on part of

the brought woman is concerned, in this Harpura

village in particular a kind of feast has to be

arranged in words of locals -

(the girl will not

be accepted in the community till there is a feast,

bride will serve water with her own hands, goat will

be slaughtered ,Prasad will be offered. If bride is

from poor family then at least sweets have to be

distributed).This suggest that if this kind of ritual

ekU;rk rc rd ugha
feysxh tc rd Hkkst ugha gksxk] vius gkFk ls cgw
ikuh fiyk;sxh] cdjk dkVsaxs] izlkn p<+k;sxsaA vxj
xjhc gS rks feBkbZ f[kykuh iM+sxhA
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A Rich Yadav groom from Saidapur Village who bought
himself a bride for Rs. 50,000/-

is not practiced then the woman remains out casted in the village. This is one condition which has to be

compulsorily fulfilled by the groom who has married outside the village when further probed why this

culture of bought woman is taking place a crisp reply came - meaning

thereby that shortage of girls has taken place in the village and enough girls are not there for the village

boys to get married.

In another case in Saidapur village of Chinhat

block of Lucknow Mata Prasad (standing with Dr.

Neelam Singh in picture) a rich Yadav boy, illiterate 40

years old and youngest in 4 brothers could not get

married for many years. When his parents were alive

they tried to get him married but after their death his

elder brothers stopped making all efforts for his

marriage as marrying him meant division of

agricultural land or transferring property. Finally

Yadav himself found a middleman in Jankipuram area

of Lucknow who took him to Orissa, but even after

spending Rs 10,000 he could not find a girl in other

state (Is easy availability of brides getting less in Orissa

too after their migration in other states?) However in

second visit after spending Rs 50,000 he married an

Oriya girl who was high school passed. After his return

Lucknow his brothers turned him out as he had married a girl outside their caste. So he started living at

the outskirts of the village near his lands. To make himself and his wife socially acceptable he threw a

lavish party in the village and got some acceptability from the community members although wider

acceptance was still not there. To gain a larger acceptance he married his sister-in-law to another local

Yadav boy after spending Rs 1.5 lacs from his own pocket. He later on commented "I want to bring more

and more girls from Orissa to marry them to other yadav boys in the community so that we get accepted

in the society and show my brothers that we have also been accepted by the community people" .Later

on MaharajYadav, SamaruYadav and MunnaYadav brought Oriya brides for themselves.

Secondly, Yadav turned out

to be a Dalal himself .Lastly the number of Yadav

girls is less in this pocket, still they are unable to

establish a correlation between the less availability

of females in their community and sex

determination techniques. Hence the cultural

sensitization has to be done in effective manner

explaining the cause-effect dynamics of female

foeticide.

to

The important point which needs to be

highlighted here is that what kind of tricks are being

adopted for social inclusion meaning thereby that

girls from outside are not readily acceptable in other

communities due to rigid and traditional mindset of

people in the villages.

^^eanh ds dkj.k yM+fd;k¡ vkbZ gSa**
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Many more cases of brought women were found in villages of Hardoi, Shahjanpur and Lucknow

also. Where the villages visited are flooded with paro woman.

In Udiyapur village, Bhawal Kheda block of Shahajanpur, around 25-30 woman have been

brought from Bihar and Bengal. We interviewed one family in which all the three daughter-in-laws have

come from Bengal. When interacted with Ramaiya the mother-in-law why did she bring them from

Bengal she could not give a convincing reply although said that one of her son sells ice and by that

money she married him after spending Rs. 10,000.

Another interesting answer which came out during the interactive session was that - her daughter

in law was expecting the second child. She already had one son. When we asked Ramaiya what does she

want she said, son: we asked you already have one grandson, why do you need another. She very

promptly replied -

(If grandson is born then there will be pair of

grandsons.

I have prayed to God so that grandson is born and I

know that grandson will be born) implying that even

having faced the problem of shortage of girls in their

neighboring areas, people are not demotivated to

curb their desire for sons - again mindset needs to

be changed.In another case Ramkali was bought

from Kolkatta some year back by mediator called

Sibbu and got married to Jeevlal (Kurmi), labor in

the village. When we aksed Jeevanlal why he

brought her from that far off place he very painfully

replied that he could not find a Kurmi girl neither in

his village nor in any surrounding area stretching up

to 24 kms. Hence, was left with no option but to take

help of Dalal to get married. He added further -

(people go for tests, if girl is there they go for abortions then girl will not be

born)

Similarly, Anita, 30 years (extreme

left in the picture below) was also brought

from Howrah by one of the mediator, 11

years back and got married to Ramkaran,

40 years spending Rs. 12,000.

In the focus group discussion people

from all communities categorically

indicated that girls are not wanted in the

village.

Three statements need to be documented here:

(a) (Girls are aborted)

^^iksrks gqbZ tk, rks] iksru dh tksM+h gqbZ tk,¡** & nsoh ek¡ dk tkxj.k fd;k gS fd
iksrk gqbZ tk, vkSj gedk irk gS fd iksrk gh gksxkA**

^yksx tk¡p djkrs gSa] yM+dh gS rks lQkbZ djk nsrs gSa] rks
fQj yM+dh rks gksxh ughaA*

yM+dh [kf.Mr djk nsrs gSa



(b) (If girl would have been

available in community why would we go to Kolkatta, Bihar)

(c) (If a girl is born then she is thrown away)

To many more these kind of cases were reported

during the visit to Sarai shekh village, Chinhat block

Lucknow where Tulsi 25 years(Left Picture), was

bought from Bengal after spending Rs. 20,000 by her

husband Chedalal, Khushboo, 20 years(Right Picture)

also from Bengal by spending Rs. 15,000 by her

husband Guddu. When asked how they have come to

this place they answered -

All these marriages have taken place

with the help of mediator who was either from U.P. or

had married in this state.

The visit to Jirauli village, Atrouli block in Aligarh as well as Dogawan in Dibai block of

Bulandshehar also gave the similar findings that women have been brought from Orissa and Bengal for

the amount as high as Rs. 25,000.These women have all come in the upper casts.

There are two obvious reasons for this

Bridal, Diaspora or Paro Practice. Bengal, Orissa

and Bihar remain the poorer states of India

indicating failure of development and planning

process. Going through the cases interviewed, at

times women from poorer background are

reduced to marry men who are not prosperous

and have other disadvantages like they were

much older, have been married earlier, were

widower with many children or suffered from

same physical disability. In the bride receiving

societies

land or were jobless. However, given the shortage of local brides in state, such men

were unable to compete in local marriage market for brides, hence, were forced to look outside the state.

Hence now in the market it is the survival of the fittest for the grooms.

Another reason is that demand for dowry by grooms in other poorer states makes it impossible to

marry their daughters to their local grooms. Therefore, to go for dowry less marriage, the daughters are

being married to boys outside their states. A significant observation which has emerged from there long

distant marriage is that the marriage expenditure is borne by the needy groom despite his own position

being economically weak in almost of the cases interviewed. It can also be interpreted that the

Swayambar Pratha is re-emerging as the grooms are at the receiving end, and brides have the choice to

whom they wish to marry when these boys are rejected in local market they move out to look for their

partners in the foreign market. The sex selective abortion practice has disturbed the demand supply

the perception formed was not that such

men could not find local brides because they did

not have sufficient

vxj fcjknjh dh yM+dh gksrh rks dkgs dydÙkk] fcgkj tkrsA

vxj yM+dh gksrh gS rks Qsad nsrs gSaA

ge vdsys Fkksjs ugha cgqr
caxky dh gSA
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dynamics of brides. Families sell their daughters for some money to get some respite to their poverty

thus ignoring the suitability factor of the prospective groom. Hence it is always the poor girl or women

who are bearing the brunt of changing dynamics of marriage and are in no way being benefitted of the so

called shortage or the declining sex ratio .This practice is breaking the law of demand which states that if

demand for anything is less price is high. In the marriage market although demand is high for the girls

yet the price is not high instead they are often been married to old, unemployed and physically

challenged males.

The frontline workers ASHA

also have an important role to play at

times in encouraging this practice.

One of the ASHA named Sarita

in Bania Kheda block

in Moradabad told that she was

instrumental in helping one of the

couple of her village to abort the

female foetus when she took the

pregnant mother for ultrasound. The

couple spend Rs. 5,000 and ASHA

was paid Rs. 500 for this act. When

we asked why did she do that she

replied that the remuneration given

by the government for handling each

case is too less to support her family.

In another case reported

from village Mukari in Bagpat a

brought woman from Bihar had 8

girls. To our surprise when we

asked her how she gave birth to so

many girls, she said that out of

four times when ultrasound was

done the doctor misled her, every

time by telling that she was

carrying a boy foetus and hence

she gave birth to 8 girls

eventually. In this case also

ASHA helped to take her to

ultrasound centre.

(name changed)

Role of Frontline Workers
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It needs to be mentioned here that at

times it is not always the greed of fetching

more mullas for ASHAs but their

sympathetic attitude and concern for their

fellow women which results in extending a

hand of helpfulness by facilitating

ultrasound facility to pregnant women.

Here it becomes imperative to sensitize all

frontline workers that how the declining

sex ratio is going to affect the community

in general and women in particular who are

going to face various forms of violence

against them.

village that

they also have the information about the brought

women in their own villages. Some of them

admitted having known someone who

sex determination and subsequent termination of

the female child.

The picture depicts the response of the

youth participants who were initially unable to

understand the dynamics of declining sex ratio

and bought/brought women in their villages. It

was only after some discussion on the issue; they

could realize & relate it within their

went for

(The information given in the succeeding

table 5 was collected during NSS camp in Lucknow)

Youth Perception

Table-5: Details of PARO Practice in Uttar Pradesh
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S.

no.
Name Address

No. of Women

Bought/Brought

Resource

state

01.

02.

03.

Mr. Mahendra

Kumar

Mr. Deshraj

Mr. Manoj

Kumar

6-8

8-10

8-10

Bengal

Bihar

Bihar

Block Madhab Ganj,

Hardoi

Block

Bibipur,

Firojabad, Barabanki

Block

Shahpur, Barabanki
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It is in place to mention that internalization should be done for the rural youth as they are still in the

formative stage. They should be sensitized on the adverse impact of declining number of females as they

can be helpful in changing the deep rooted mindset of their communities and people around them .Infact,

this has been the strategy of KOPAL programme also which now needs to be implemented on a more

wider spectrum. During our interactions with the unmarried young boys in Jhansi and Shahajanpur this

question was raised that from where will they get the girls for marriage, will they also go for bride

buying? The reply was when there is shortage of brides they are also forced to follow the ongoing

practice of bride trading in their respective villages.

To quote few couplets on the alarming situation of non availability of brides in the society;

(Cast

08.

09.

10.

Mr.Shailendra

Kr.Mishra

Mr. Nirmal

Kumar

Mr.Dhanpad

Kumar

Block-Bhethawal,

Gram -Kopia

shukla,Post -Shonkar,

Sidharth Nagar,

Block-Purwa,  Gram -

Tripurapur, Unnao

Block-Dariabad,  Gram-

Aariamau,

Barabanki

5

6

10-12

Bihar

Bihar

Bihar -

Yadhav,Brahman)

04.

05.

06.

07.

Mr. Debanshu

Pratap Singh

Mr. Aswani

Kumar Singh

Mr. Giresh

Kumar

Mr. Rabikant

-

-

Block- -

-Newada,

Block-

Nabab ganj , Dariabad,

Barabanki.

Block

Jalalpur (Malipur),

Gram

Ambedkar nagar

Aurash,  Gram

Guduwa,

Unnao.

Dewa,  Gram

Mehmudabad,

Barabanki,

10-12

8

3-4

5- 6
-

Bihar

Bihar

Bihar

Bihar (Cast

Yadhav,Gautam)



D;ksa vYVªklkm.M dh fjiksVZ vkrs gh

tUe ls igys ekj nh tkrh gSa yM+fd;k¡

D;ksa lekt [kkeks'k gS tc bl dnj

[kRe gks jgh gSa yM+fd;k¡\

dgha ,slk u gks] bu gkykrksa esa

flQZ tqckuksa ij gh uk jg tk,¡ yM+fd;k¡

vkSj vkus okyk dy iwNs] dksbZ rks crkvks

dSlh gksrh gSa yM+fd;k¡\

MentalAgony of brought woman: Some observations

Re-emergence of Polyandry

(Why girls are killed before their birth as soon as report of ultrasound comes, why the society is

silent when girls are fading away, in these circumstances it may happen that girls remain only in

discussions and the future may pose a question-somebody should tell how girls look like ? )

(i) Woman coming from other states are unable to relate with people around them on issues of

language, culture, local traditions, customs, rituals and food. At times they are even

boycotted from making their appearance in social functions like marriage or sangeet

ceremony in village due to the language problem. Due to rigid attitude of rural people they

face problem in cultural mixing too.

(ii) They are not allowed to visit their native place due to paucity of funds at times or due to the

fear factor that they might not come back to their respective husbands. Their right to

expression is also violated as they fail to express themselves at their in-laws place due to

communication problem.

(iii) Many a times these women are abused by the males of their villages when they are not

socially accepted in the community.

(iv) In few cases it is the children who also suffers in terms of their cognitive development

because they speak in their mother tongue and finds themselves unable to mix up with other

local children of their age group.

(v) Sometimes when these brought women are abandoned by their husbands due to any

incompatibility they are resold in the market, of course at a lesser price than before. Such

selling instances are endorsed by the Panchayat and at times by local police-reducing the

existence of women to sheer commodity.

According to social scientist polyandry is derived from Greek word 'Polyandria' where ply: means

many and andry: means men referring to the condition of a woman having many men. "Polyandry is a

form of union in which a woman has more than one husband at a time or in which brothers share a wife in

common." One of the most important and probable cause of polyandry lies in demography. The

disparity in sex-ratio may be one of reasons for the prevalence of polyandry. "The origin of polyandry
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must be referred to that want of balance. It is

suggested that where polyandry existed, there

is a surplus of male children but deficiency of

females arises in all parts of the country as a

biological phenomenon" (Lal 2007).

According to some researchers, the unequal

distribution of family prosperity among the

brothers has indirectly encouraged the

continuation of polyandry. On the other hand

poverty and paucity of women may be

combined the causes of polyandry. However,

the implications are very tragic, grave, painful

and disastrous to contemplate. Almost 10

percent women are missing as per the figures

available from 2001 census and that would

mean 10 percent of the men in India would

remain unmarried. Hence, is the only way out

to marry all there men is polyandry especially

in the states where sex ratio is adverse? In

western part of UP the sex ratio has become

more adverse which has paved way to the

issue of polyandry.

We also came across some cases of forced polyandry - Desi draupadi pratha or Bahupati vivah

during the course of interviews and some of the narrations by the victims were really shocking. The

word by word documentation is much shameful to read. Few of the girls did not want their names to be

revealed, hence, respecting the dignity of a woman we shall be reporting only those cases who agreed to

be quoted in public sphere.

The first case study is of Mithlesh 25

year's old lady who was married 10 years

back in Mukari village of Pilana Block,

Bagpat. She was abandoned by her in-laws

two years back as she refused to surrender

herself to be shared by her husband's

brothers and his father i.e. to her brother-

in-law and father-in-law respectively. She

was being harassed as she declined to share

herself with other male members of the

home. Now she is living in her maternal

home with her two daughters and one son.
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Second case is of 23 years old Anju (sitting in red scarf) of same village, married past 4 years was

also forced for polyandry. Her mother-in-law wanted that she should get herself shared with her two

brother-in-laws as well as the tenant, also living in the same house. When she refused she was beaten

profusely and was also given poison. She still owes some permanent scars on face which have not gone

despite her routine chemotherapy. In words ofAnju

Now, Anju has left her in-laws home as she could not sustain the physical attacks and attempts by other

male members.

worst part of this story was that her husband

also wanted to share her with his brothers. The

third case is of Bhura Devi of Moodpur village,

Bagpat who was married 30 years ago to Satpal

and gave birth to two sons. After 10 years of her

first marriage she was forced to marry her

husband's brother, Saumbharpal without seeking

divorce from first marriage. She has two sons and

one daughter from second marriage. The impact

of this polyandry act is that only one son from

this family has been married a year back. Rest

three sons are facing difficulty in getting

married.

The fourth case in this chain is of Pinky, daughter of Ramkishan, a very poor farmer in Rautli

village, Pardaha block of Mau disctirct. With great difficulty the marriage of Pinky was fixed for Rs.

50,000 to a person in Etawah district by her aunty (Bua). After the marriage Ramkishan was very

satisfied, however, even after 3 years of marriage when he did not receive any communication from

Pinky, he decided to visit her at her in-laws place.After reaching there he could not locate the address of

her daughter's residence. When he asked locals by the name of his son-in-law he was told that they are

big 'Thakurs' and he should not reveal his caste (Chamaar). Ramkishan followed what the person

suggested him and reached the home. He was shocked to see the palatial home. Very happily he met his

daughter thinking that she also must be very happy in such a rich family but when he asked his daughter

about her well-being she started crying very badly and answered- Why are you asking now papa? This

question has no relevance "I am happy with all the four men I am married to!" People from village

commented - (Marrying in Etawah would mean

sharing many males) We found a young girl apprehending about her marriage in Etawah.

In local proverbs this practice can be summarized as;

It needs to be discussed very strongly here that the impact of skewed sex ratio is making the

position of women in the society poor & derogatory. In all the above cases of forced polyandry the

The

^^bTtr ds lkFk vkbZ Fkh],d ds lkFk] gtkj ds lkFk ugha**

bVkok esa 'kknh dbyk ij dbZ yksx ,d vkSjr ds j[ksyk

^^vktk csVh ysys Qsjs] ;ks ejsxk rks vkSj cgqrsjs**

"Come daughter get married, if this husband dies there are many more"
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dignity and self-respect of the woman is at

stake. Although the cultural background of

western part of the state may be considered

to be a reason meaning thereby that given

the agrarian nature and land ownership

issue, it has been a hidden practice that one

brother marries and the wife is shared by

other siblings yet, in our surveyed cases the

issue of land ownership has not existed as

the girls have been married to not rich

families (except the case of Pinki).

Therefore, non-availability of girls, is

leading to re-emergence of forced fraternal

polyandry.

The qualitative data collected by focus group discussions and personal interviews in rural villages

of Western U.P. gave insight into this third problem which is also the resultant of daughter drought. The

patriarchal structure and values are ingrained for centuries and the practice of getting rid of daughters is

known to exist in these areas such that certain social groups started feeling the deficit of brides for their

sons. If a boy is unable to marry till the age of 22-24 years then he becomes over aged to get marry. The

problem is that the boys and their parents have failed to find brides in their own caste and communities.

According to some, a few men are forced to remain bachelors. It can be interpreted that the use of

modern medical technology has been at its worst as the daughters are being eliminated by choice with

the help of sex selective abortions. "If girls keep disappearing at this rate then boys will be in difficulty.

Whom will the boys marry?

Few prominent cases of forced bachelors

came into light when we went to Mukari village

in Pilana Block of Bagpat district. Anuj Kumar

Sharma (left), a bachelor of 32 years was driver

by profession. He wanted to marry a girl of his

own caste-Brahmin but is not able to get as there

are no Brahmin girls left in the village. Similarly

Baldev (right) a school master, 34 years is also

finding match in his own caste. He is ready to

marry any girl who is poor or widow or even

abandoned but from same caste yet unable to find

one. Third case was of Bhima, son of Ishwari. He

is the younger in three brothers and is in service,

but unmarried at 30 years. The last case interviewed was of Rakesh 34 years old, the only unmarried son

of Shiksha. It needs to be quoted that in these cases the mothers were ready to go for brought woman but

the sons were reluctant to marry outside the caste.

Unmarried over aged males: Female drought?
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Here, caste dynamics has played a dominant role in selection of brides. On the other hand the parents of

girls want their daughters to get marry to boys who are in service and settled in cities. So they are

creating a monopolistic market where they are the choosers and not takers unlike the normal situations

where it is the groom side which decides which girl to marry their boys. This trend reversal is an auto

catalyst reaction of female foeticide. This is creating an imbalance situation between the brides and the

grooms. Either the girl is not there, if she is there she is being shared by many males or else she is brought

from other states.

The tragic saga does not end with marriage. At times the females have to bear the brunt of giving

birth to a girl child and for this they are thrown out by their in-laws and husband. The child aversion has

taken barbaric dimensions wherein family does not hesitate to abandon the women along with the girl

child.

One such case which literally moved us was of

Sangeeta Yadav, 28 years old. She was married since

last six years to Omveer Yadav, Lab Technician in

Bulandshehar. Sangeeta is highly educated having a

Post Graduate degree in Political science. Four years

back she gave birth to a girl child and named her

Shaloo. But one month after the birth of Shaloo, both

mother and the infant were forced to leave the home as

she failed to produce a baby boy. Now she is living with

her parents in Bagpat .With the help of local NGO she

has been given training of ASHA so that she can

support herself and her daughter.

Another case is of Sunita at Harpura village Jhansi who has been married since 14 years she gave

birth to girl child after 14 years of marriage. She was tortured as she could not bear children before and

later on was tortured more as she had a girl child. Her husband married second time and Sunita was

abandoned by her husband.

A local song of U.P. clearly depicts the situation

of mother who prays to God -

(I pray to you God again and

again that do not give me daughter ,give me hell

instead) Another song in Western U.P. and Haryana

which depicts curse on birth of a daughter says

(when a boy is born

celebrations take place but when a girl is born gloom

descents in the family)

Abandoned woman /new born children

^^izHkqth eSa fourh d:¡]
ib;k¡ iM+w¡ ckj&ckj] vxys tUe eksgs fcfV;k uk nhtks]
ujd nhtks pkgs Mkj**

Nksjs is
ckts Fkkyh] Nksjh is Bhdjh QksM+s]
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Song sung in eastern U.P. on birth of a daughter goes like that

(Oh, my daughter is born what to do)

Another proverb to tell the status of girl child in our society goes like this

(The son of an unfortunate dies, the daughter of a fortunate dies)

All these local sayings show a marked preference for boys over girls reflecting the dominant

social ethos which is manifested in favourable male sex ratio. Having analyzed the socio-cultural

dynamics of the Indian society in this state of U.P in particular, we observed that idolizing the son and

ignoring the daughter has created multiple

problems and is degenerating the social fabric of the

state and the country as a whole. The insensitivity to

this issue has reached its zenith and the parents are not

hesitating to throw away their new born girl children in

jungles, dustbins, riverside railway tracks or in any

open space where the baby dies of hostile weather or

becomes a pray for stray dogs.

The data provided by Dr. Anshumali Sharma of

Childline Centre, Lucknow reveals the following

information about the thrown away babies of both the

sex. The girls outnumber the boys for obvious reasons.

This table clearly points out gender discrimination as the number of thrown away females has

been increasing over years. They may be many more abandoned children which are not even alive as

they fall pray to dogs, animals, fishes as fresh flesh i.e. they may be many more cases which do not come

in notice even.

On this human cruelty only these lines can be penned:

(Son has a dignity in this world why daughter does not have this dignity, oh my Lord explain is the

girl not a human being?)

esjh gks x;h fcfV;k jkuh vkSjs cki js cki
iM+ x;k iRFkj ikuh vkSjs cki js cki

yM+ds dk gS eku txr esa] yM+dh dk D;ksa eku ugha gS
esjs Hkxoku crk ns] yM+dh D;k balku ugha\

Nksjk ewMs+ fuHkkZX; dk] Nksjh ewM+s HkkX;oku dh

Table-6: Table Showing a Contrast between the Newly Born Abandoned Infants
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Males Females

5 11

3 20

9 20

Year

2007

2008

2009

2010 (till January) 1 2



After having discussed in length about the

consequences of skewed sex ratio it needs to be

pondered more seriously that how can we

transform the mind set of people in a positive

way? It is indeed a perplexed situation that how

the policies and programmes initiated by the

government to control this menace are going to

work in rural communities. To conclude it can

only be suggested that sensitization is the most

important thing which needs to be done else it

may take generations and centuries to take

people out of the son complex situation. People

should be made aware of this genocide and they

must join hands to save our daughters from their

journey from womb to tomb otherwise we shall

land into 'No girl zone' one day.
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Suggestions : The Way Out

Result :

v

v

1) The present study is merely a representative of social malaise of consequences of falling sex ratio

and shortage of girls. This issue needs urgent attention of social science experts, demographers to

conduct a systemic and in-depth exploration of the problem in various social settings.

2) The study is able to bring some of the facets of violence against women, which is rising as a result

of declining sex ratio. This new dimension of violence should be regarded and dealt with full

seriousness.

3) By an large the common man thinks that buying brides belong to situation in Haryana and Punjab

and not in Uttar Pradesh. Now is the evidence that our own cities are suffering from the problem.

4) Though media has taken attention to the problem, but it need to highlight more to capture attention

of the masses and sensitize communities. The individual case studies on plight of women

suffering - need to be highlighted.

5) Youths needs to be oriented on the situation through different schemes running for them, so that

they have collective voice and peer pressure against these crimes.

This should become a part of curriculum of training for frontline workers under ICDS and

NRHM program

6) Campaigns at the grassroots level should be designed to sensitize people to change their deep

rooted mindsets about sons' preference and generate mass awareness on the issue of female

foeticide and its consequences.

7) Counseling facilities should be made available for the couple in family way to make them aware

of the importance of girl child.

8) Frontline workers should also play a social policing role by discouraging the practice of sex

selective abortions. They should be sensitized on the consequences of the declining sex ratio so

that they do not become party in providing such services on the demand of the family. Their skill

should be raised to say NO to it and not to succumb under pressure out of sympathy.

9) The population policy of the country needs to be re-looked. By and large the general population

has misinterpreted the two child norm. This slogan needs to be redefined.

10) Schemes that give incentives to families where there is a daughter needs to be publicized and

promoted at all India level.

11) Societal forums need to engage more to discuss and dialogue these socio cultural repercussions

and bring them to public domain.Youth should be actively engaged in such discourses.

12) Positive images of the women should be encouraged and support of media should be incorporated.

13) Routine inspection and monitoring of ultrasound centers to check the misuse of ultrasound

machines, hence strict implementation of the PC-PNDT act by the government.

The study defines and portrays the casual relationship of female foeticide & the declining sex ratio

and how this in turn has resulted in paucity of suitable brides in our communities.

The study accomplished also showcases the inter and intra state immigration of the women, how

they are being bought and brought from meager regions of eastern districts of India and

wholesaled to the wealthy pockets of the western and central Uttar Pradesh.

v
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